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ABSTRACT
Controlling a high-dimensional structure like a 3D humanoid
skeleton is a challenging task. Intuitive interfaces that allow
non-experts to perform character animation with standard in-
put devices would open up many possibilities. Therefore,
we propose a novel multitouch interface for simultaneously
controlling the many degrees of freedom of a human arm.
We combine standard multitouch techniques and a morph
map into a bimanual interface, and evaluate this interface in
a three-layered user study with repeated interactions. The
multitouch interface was found to be as easy to learn as the
mouse interface while outperforming it in terms of coordina-
tion. For the analysis, we propose a novel quantity-based co-
ordination measure. For the systematic exploration of the de-
sign space, we suggest using dataflow diagrams. Our results1

show that even complex multitouch interfaces can be easy to
learn and that our interface allows non-experts to produce
highly coordinated arm-hand animations with subtle timing.

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and pre-
sentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces.

Keywords: Multitouch interaction, 3D user interfaces, char-
acter animation

INTRODUCTION
The traditional puppeteer uses complex coordinated hand
movements to bring a wooden puppet to life. Everybody uses
equally complex hand movements to master simple everyday
tasks like tying one’s shoes. This means that the human hand
can control many degrees of freedom simultaneously, an idea
known as whole-hand input in human-computer interaction
[20]. However, since whole-hand input requires special hard-
ware (e.g. data-gloves) traditional user interface design has
long restricted itself to simple interaction techniques which
can be afforded by conventional mouse and keyboard de-

1See video on http://www.embots.org/projects/multitouchpuppetry.html
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vices. With the advent of multitouch screens and touchpads
as omnipresent input devices, we can now develop complex
interaction techniques, building on simpler, well-known mul-
titouch techniques (e.g. for rotation and scaling), thus explot-
ing what Sturman [20] calls dexterity, the ability of the hand
to integrate movements and senses into higher levels of com-
petence.

In this paper, we present an complex but easy-to-learn inter-
face for controlling a 3D human arm (Fig. 1). We argue that
it is high time to design, build and evaluate concrete cases of
complex interaction techniques, which are usually more than
the sum of their parts, and can therefore only be evaluated in
the context of a concrete task.

Figure 1: Our bimanual multitouch interface allows si-
multaneous control of the various degrees of freedom
of a human arm.

Posing a humanoid skeletal structure is desirable for various
applications including computer animation, film/theater/dance
choreography and teleoperating robotic arms (in space or un-
derwater). In computer animation, it allows not only more ef-
ficiency but also more creativity: so-called performance an-
imation makes possible a spontaneous and improvisational
exploration of ideas as opposed to the traditional pose-to-
pose approach which requires planning ahead [22]. Perfor-
mance animation can be used in conjunction with a voice
track or a music piece in the background to immediately ex-
plore appropriate co-occurring motions (Fig. 2). While today
character animation requires a high level of expertise, new
interaction techniques can make it accessible to non-experts,
including children, so that it becomes as easy and customary
as drawing and painting.



Figure 2: Two example motions created to accompany
an audio track. Top: audio was a slow pop ballad,
notice the gradual opening of the hand. Bottom: audio
was a voice saying “... drinking Gin at 9 o’clock ...”.

We prefer multitouch over special purpose technology (e.g.
motion capture, 6 DOF mice, data-gloves) because it is widely
available, low-cost, causes little fatigue and a number of stan-
dard interaction techniques already exist. Compared to per-
forming the desired arm/hand motion oneself while being
captured [6], multitouch is less tiring which can be crucial
for professionals who have to perform motions over and over
again. Moreover, our interface integrates well with tradi-
tional interaction techniques (buttons, menues, 2D naviga-
tion) so that it can be embedded into a traditional animation
framework on a single interactive surface. Lastly, a certain
“mapping distance” between control space and output space
may even be beneficial in terms of artistic style2.

In recent years much foundational work on multitouch inter-
action has identified properties and benefits of specific com-
ponents of multitouch interaction [7, 15] and generalizable
atomic tasks like 3D rotation (e.g. [10]). However, such stud-
ies usually apply to particular aspects only of any concrete
interface, e.g. the study by Kin et al. [15] only applies to
target selection tasks. While these foundations are important
and continue to grow, we explore an integrated interface for a
concrete task, to see how close we can get to the performance
of the mouse while retaining the advantages of multitouch in
terms of simultaneous control of many degrees of freedom.
In summary, we see our contributions to the research field as
follows:

• A novel bimanual multitouch interface for interactively
posing a human arm in terms of hand location, arm swivel,
hand orientation and hand shape

• Proposing dataflow diagrams for the systematic exploration
of the multitouch design space

• A novel measure of coordination that takes into account
motion quantity

• A three-layered experimental design over repeated interac-
tions for evaluating a posing interface beyond first expo-
sure

2For instance, in drawn cartoon animation, rotoscoping refers to a technique
where the movement is copied from actual film recordings of real people.
The result usually looks uncanny because of the too realistic movement com-
pared to the cartoonish surface rendering.

RELATED WORK
Our suggested interface relates to the area of performance
animation in computer graphics. Neff et al. [17] suggest an
approach for mapping 2D mouse input to high-dimensional
skeleton space with so-called correlation maps which trans-
form the input to meaningful high-dimensional output (e.g.
controlling hand location but rest of body moves according
to previously found correlations with the hands). In contrast
to our approach, control is less direct due to the mapping.
Dontcheva et al. [6] use vision-based capture to allow non-
expert animators create partial motions (a wave, a walk, head
motion etc.). While this is a powerful approach it requires
special hardware. Oore et al. [19] created two 6 DOF de-
vices (bamboo sticks) that control one body group each (e.g.
the legs). Both approaches use layering, i.e. the successive
recording of different body parts, as a strategy to achieve a
complete animation. Layered recording would be applica-
ble in our approach as well, since we only control a single
arm. However, these approaches do not control the whole
range of output space features as our approach (from whole
arm down to hand shape). In spatial keyframing [12] the au-
thors provide a spatial map where each point corresponds to
a mixture of poses of the target character. This technique has
limitations in the complexity of possible output poses. We
use a similar technique that we call morph map for control-
ling hand shape.

In our suggested interface we need to simultaneously con-
trol hand location (translation), arm swivel (rotation), hand
orientation (rotation) and hand shape (selection and/or inter-
polation). Hancock et al. [11] provide a survey of possible
rotation & translation techniques and give design guidelines:
consistency, completeness, and snapping. We utilize consis-
tency in the sense that we map translation input to translation
output and rotation input to rotation output. We reject com-
pleteness since the human anatomy has rotational joint lim-
its which are good to implement because they reduce error.
This could be seen as a form of snapping. Another form of
snapping that we implemented is collision avoidance, i.e. the
subject cannot penetrate the torso with the controlled hand.
A particularly successful form of 2D rotation is RNT [16]
which combines translation and rotation in a single-touch in-
teraction model. This could be utilized for our application in
the sense that e.g. the height of the hand position implies a
certain arm swivel. However, we wanted the user to have full
control over arm swivel since this has potential in expressing
different shades of status/personality (more dominant = el-
bows higher). In follow-up work, Hancock et al. [10] suggest
a shallow-depth scenario where the z dimension is restricted
to a small stratum. In their studies they examined different
techniques for the simultaneous manipulation of translation
and rotation and found the three-touch input to perform best.
This shows that in general, complex interaction techniques
can be better than supposedly simpler ones and that the sep-
aration of functionality unto two hands can be beneficial,
which supports the design decisions in our interface.

For many applications it is desirable to be able to control
different degrees of freedom at the same time. Sturman in-
troduced the notion of whole-hand input with a data-glove
and used the notions of naturalness, adaptability and dexter-



ity to describe this type of interfaces [20, 21]. While mul-
titouch interfaces restrict whole-hand input to a 2D surface,
Sturman’s principles still apply, especially the idea of dexter-
ity which means that the hand can learn to combine multiple
simple actions into one single smoothly performed action.
To what extent the parallel control of many degrees of free-
dom is actually exploited can be quantified with various mea-
sures. Jacob et al. [14] introduce the measure of integrality
using an algorithm that segments the trajectory and classifies
segments as integral (movement in x-y and z) vs. city-block
(movement in either x-y or z). The ratio of these numbers
is taken as a measure of coordination. Zhai and Milgram
[25] suggest efficiency as a measure for coordination. In the
case of a translation this corresponds to the deviation from
the shortest path, normalized against the length of the short-
est path. Another measure they mention but do not use is
simultenaiety which measure the overlap of activity in differ-
ent DOFs. Balakrishnan and Hinckley suggest the measure
of parallelism [2]. Note that all of these measures need a tar-
get, so they cannot be used in a free scenario. We suggest a
novel measure of coordination which extends the measure by
Jacob et al.

Multitouch interfaces open a wider design space which has
been empirically explored. Kin et al. [15] found that one-
finger direct-touch delivers a large performance gain over a
mouse-based device. Based on their study (a selection task)
they recommend to reserve multi-finger input for controlling
multiple degrees of freedom. Positioning a point in 3D has
been addressed in balloon selection [4] where two fingers on
a surface control a string with a balloon attached, thus spec-
ifying a 2D position in the plane and a 1D value for height.
This technique is very similar to our hand positioning tech-
nique and was found to be superior to e.g. more direct inter-
action in terms of low-fatigue and precision. Balakrishnan
and Hinckley [1] found that two-handed tasks can be per-
formed well, even if the kinesthetic frame of reference (input
space) does not correspond to the graphical output space (e.g.
by introducing a rotational offset). In our design it allowed
us to introduce a visual offset from between input space and
output and to apply a gain to e.g. the degree of rotation with-
out having to expect degraded performance.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before describing the interface design, we want to formulate
the problem of posing a human arm in 3D. This problem has
two parts. First, which methods are used for posing a human
arm and which are the resulting degrees of freedom? Second,
how is the 3D structure visualized? For the rest of this paper,
we assume a coordinate system where the y-axis is pointing
up, the x-axis is pointing right and the z-axis is pointing out
of the screen.

Methods for posing a human arm and resulting degrees
of freedom
A 3D skeleton is usually modeled using a tree-like structure
where each node, called a joint, is located in the local frame
of reference of the parent node. This means that moving a
parent joint (e.g. shoulder) implies moving all children joints
(e.g. elbow or wrist). To change the pose of a hierarchi-
cal structure, one can either manipulate each joint separately

(forward kinematics) or specify the target position of an “end
effector” joint, like the wrist, and compute the angles of all
parent joints (IK = inverse kinematics). We use IK for an
intuitive positioning of the wrist. This means the user needs
to input a 3D point target location. This leaves the so-called
arm swivel unspecified (given that we solved the IK prob-
lem, imagine a line from shoulder to wrist; one can rotate the
whole arm around this axis and would still have a valid pose).
Therefore, we need another 1 DOF control for arm swivel.
Experience has shown that it is furthermore beneficial to keep
the arm swivel constant when the pose changes due to IK.
For this, we need to define an absolute arm swivel which ori-
ents itself at the global y axis3. The same holds for hand
orientation (wrist joint). It is confusing if the hand orienta-
tion constantly changes because parent joints change due to
IK. Therefore, we also keep a constant absolute hand orienta-
tion with respect to the global y axis. We did not implement
joint limits (which would prevent the skeleton from assum-
ing anatomically incorrect poses) but our policy of keeping
arm swivel and hand orientation global significantly reduces
the probability of anatomically incorrect poses. Furthermore,
we implemented collision avoidance between arm and torso
so that the potential for incorrect poses is further reduced.

To sum up, we need controls for the following input param-
eters: hand location (3 DOF), arm swivel (1 DOF), hand ori-
entation (1 DOF), and hand shape.

Figure 3: 3D cues for facilitating visual readability.

Visualizing the 3D human arm structure
When using regular 2D screens our pilot studies resulted in
users having problems “parsing” a 3D scene which may neg-
atively influence the validity of the user study. Therefore, we
introduced a number of measures to improve 3D readability
in terms of viewing angle, focal length and depth visualiza-
tion (Fig. 3).

With regard to viewing angle we offered multiple views but
found them of limited help since, during a task, most users
focus on only one of the views at a time. We nevertheless
included two smaller alternative views on top of the screen,
including a bird’s eye view to clarify depth. The main view

3This is a simplification due to the fact that the torso does not move. Other-
wise, one would take e.g. the hip-neck vector as the “up” vector.



we angled slightly so that depth is present to a certain extent
(and to guarantee visibility of the z-bars, see below). To ex-
ploit relative size as a 3D cue, we set the focal length of the
camera to wide angle. This made closer objects (especially
the hand) appear bigger in an exaggerated way. Finally, for
the tracing task, we introduced z-bars which are lines paral-
lel to the z-axis (coming out of the screen) that run between
an object and the frontal x-y plane. These give a precise in-
dication of the current depth (Fig. 3, left).

INTERFACE DESIGN
Multitouch Interface
The overall objective was to use as many input degrees of
freedom as possible while keeping the interface easy to learn.
First, we decided to co-locate the input and output space,
i.e. the touch area is located on the same screen as the visual-
ized skeleton. However, we rejected direct-touch because of
our limited screen size (15.4”) which would have caused oc-
clusion. Occlusion is problematic since hand shape control
is a target feature and the virtual hand would be completely
covered by a directly controlling finger (Fig. 1). Therefore,
we introduced a spatial offset between touch area and skele-
ton. Second, we devised a two-handed asymmetric interface
where the right hand controls overall arm pose and the left
hand controls hand shape and orientation. Third, we decided
on a two-finger interface for each hand for controlling multi-
ple degrees of freedom each (as recommended by [15]).

Dataflow diagram for exploring the design space
An important tool in the exploration of the design space is
a graphical depiction of the interface logic in the form of
dataflow diagrams (cf. [13]). Interfaces can be described
as a mapping from an input space (finger coordinates, key
presses, mouse scroll wheel position etc.) to an output space
(arm swivel angle, 3D location of the hand) with several
transformations in-between. Fig. 4 shows the logic of the
multitouch interface (upper two diagrams) and the mouse in-
terface (lower diagram). The diagrams explicitly shows op-
tions (which finger for which input, absolute vs. relative) and
parameters (spatial offset, gain) and thus facilitates the ex-
ploration of the design space and the tuning of the final sys-
tem. In our interface, “absolute” means that every point on
the input space (= screen) is mapped to exactly one point in
the output screen. While this can cause jumps in the output,
positioning can be much faster and for people not used to 3D
navigation the absolute mapping facilitates getting familiar
with 3D space. While for this project we used the method-
ology only on paper, we are currently working on graphical
tools that allow online adjustments at runtime to tune the in-
terface. Especially for complex multitouch interface, a sys-
tematic tuning method can make all the difference.

Arm posing (dominant hand)
An arm pose can be specified with the 3D location of the
hand and the swivel angle of the arm. In our interface (Fig. 1)
this is performed with two fingers of the dominant hand. The
index finger position controls the position of the hand in the
x-y-plane. The distance between thumb and index finger con-
trols the z coordinate of the hand, the depth. The two touch
points define a line L. The angle between L and a fixed axis
defines the arm swivel. This is an absolute way of defining

Figure 4: Diagrams of the bimanual multitouch in-
terface (upper two) and the mouse interface (lower),
showing e.g. how the left hand controls hand shape
and orientation at the same time.

rotation which we found more practical for controlling arm
swivel in conjunction with 3D-locating the hand with single
sweeping strokes. The gain for arm swivel had to be adjusted
to ensure that the user stays within her “comfort zone” con-
cerning the rotation of her hand. Adjusting the gain value
is also relevant for the z-coordinate of the hand, where we
again chose an absolute mapping. Doing such adjustments
in realtime (see above) would significantly speed up the de-
sign process.

Figure 5: The multitouch interface: 3D skeleton in the
center, arm control on the right, hand shape morph
map on the left. Finger touch is indicated by a green
circle and auxiliary lines for angle and depth.

Hand posing (non-dominant hand)
The non-dominant hand (in Fig. 5) controls two aspects of
the virtual hand: the orientation of the palm and the actual



hand shape (e.g. fist, open, indexfinger, see Fig. 6). This may
look counterintuitive given Guiard’s finding that the non-
dominant hand usually controls the frame of reference while
the dominant hand controls more precise movements within
this reference frame [9]. However, in animation the move-
ment of the hand in space seems to be the more important
motion which may require more precision than controlling
hand orientation. In this regard, our interface is asymmetric
and in line with Guiard.

To control the orientation of the palm we used the usual two-
finger rotation technique (index finger and thumb). To con-
trol hand shape we used a morph map (see below): the abso-
lute position of the index finger determined the interpolation
between shapes. We decided on an absolute control because
otherwise we would have had to move the morph map grid
on the screen.

To combine two different tasks like rotation and shape in a
single control may sound counterintuitive at first. Note, how-
ever, that changing the rotation is possible without changing
the shape (by keeping the index finger at the same spot, only
moving the thumb, which is quite intuitive), so it is easy to
separate the choices. Given this separability it seemed in-
tuitive to combine aspects of the virtual hand in the non-
dominant (left) control, while aspects of the virtual arm were
combined in the dominant (right) control.

Morph map
For controlling hand shape we designed what we call a morph
map (Fig. 6) which is similar to spatial keyframing [12]. Our
morph map is a square with 9 key points: the center, all four
corners and four mid-points between corners. Each key point
is associated with a hand shape that is depicted on the map
(e.g. fist, open hand, victory sign). When directly touching a
key point, the associated hand shape is taken. When touching
an arbitrary point p, the triangle that contains p is determined
and the resulting hand shape is an interpolation between the
three vertices v1, v2, v3 of the triangle. The weights for this
interpolation are computed by

wi = ñ

(
1− d(p, vi)∑3

k=1 d(p, vk)

)

where d is Euclidean distance and ñ is a normalizing factor
to make the wi add up to 1. We also tried using the three
or four nearest points but this resulted in more jumps and
unnatural poses. With our technique we reduce the number
of boundaries where one of the interpolation ingredients is
exchanged which causes potential jumps.

Since a morph map takes the high-dimensional space of all
hand shapes and projects it down to two dimensions only, it
cannot provide all shapes and all transitions between them.
The placement of hand shapes is a design process which was
done manually. We wanted hand shape locations to be learn-
able, easy to reach and facilitating frequent transitions. From
a technical point of view, the interpolated shape at any point
should look natural and transitions should look continuous.
Our placement was a trade-off between design and techni-
cal considerations. In the center, we placed the open hand

Figure 6: Morph map for hand shapes.

because it is the most frequent hand shape and best suited
for a “pass-through” shape. Similar hand shapes were cho-
sen as neighbors to guarantee natural interpolated poses. To
increase learnability we tried to create a “topics” for each
region, e.g. top-left for spread-out hands or the line from
middle-left to middle-right as closed hand shape and the bot-
tom row as special finger-out hand shapes.

Mouse interface (control condition)
To evaluate our interface we had to compare it against a
“baseline” interface that we could use as a control condi-
tion. Therefore, we designed a mouse interface and made
it as quick and easy as possible for fair comparison. Mouse
movement was translated to the x-y-plane of the virtual hand.
The mouse’s track wheel controlled the z-coordinate (depth)
of the hand. With a function key the user changed the mode
of the track wheel to (a) hand rotation or (b) arm swivel.
While the mouse has the drawback that mouse position and
track wheel are clearly separated controls, it is often take as
a baseline because of its high familiarity [5]. For control-
ling the hand we required the user to “clutch”. This was
done by pressing the right mouse button and not, as usual,
the left one. This allowed the user to simultaneously oper-
ate the mouse wheel with another finger. While this sounds
inconvenient, subjects picked it up very quickly and allowed
more coordinated motions.

USER STUDY
During the design of our interface we ran multiple pilot stud-
ies. One insight was that the mouse interface usually won
over multitouch in terms of performance and subjective pref-
erence in the first session, probably due to the high famil-
iarity. However, we also found that after several sessions
performance converged. We therefore decided to conduct a
repeated-interactions study with 7 sessions spread over a pe-
riod of 3 weeks to give subjects a chance to adapt to the new
interface and to analyze the respective learning curves.

To evaluate the different aspects of performance, coordina-



tion and user satisfaction, specifically in terms of creativ-
ity, we devised a three-level design, similar to the evaluation
by Barnes et al. [3]. They used a three-layered evaluation
technique to evaluate a tangible interface for cutout anima-
tions. The three layers were: low-level dexterity, mid-level
story task and high-level storytelling. In our design we use
the three tasks of pose matching (similar to docking tasks
[10, 25]), trajectory tracing and a creative task. In our con-
text, coordination refers to the idea that the multitouch inter-
face allows the simultaneous control of multiples DOFs and
how this can be quantified.

Screen Setup
We used a 15.4” multitouch screen manufactured by Stantum
and positioned it at an angle of about 45 degrees in front of
the subject. The multitouch device has a screen resolution of
1280x800 and a touch repositioning accuracy of < 4 pixels
(< 0.5 mm). It was connected by USB to a computer running
both the multitouch driver and the application.

The screen was divided into three areas (Fig. 5). The 3D
skeleton to be manipulated was in the center. On the right
side was the touch area for arm control. In this touch area,
a static skeleton figure was displayed for better reference.
On the left side, the morph map for hand control was dis-
played. The displayed skeleton, animated with Java3D, had
an articulated arm structure with the following joints: shoul-
der (3 DOF), elbow (1 DOF), wrist (1 DOF: rotation around
lower arm axis). The five-finger hand was modeled with 2
joints for the thumb and 3 joints for the other fingers (2 DOF
at the “root” of the finger, 1 DOF for others). We used the
CCD algorithm for fast IK solving [24] .

Subjects and Procedure
Six paid subjects (3 female, 3 male, ages 21-30, students,
German native speakers) participated in a series of 7 sessions
each. Five had no prior exposure to multitouch, one had tried
it several times but not on a regular basis. All subjects were
asked to not use multitouch interfaces externally for the du-
ration of the whole experiment.

Subjects were scheduled such that between sessions there
was a break of 1-2 days, except for the 7th session which
was conducted 5-9 days after session 6 to see whether per-
formance would degrade differently between conditions. In
each session, subjects did two tasks for each device (mouse,
multitouch), except for session 3 and 6, where a third “cre-
ative task” had to be done as well. In each session, the sub-
jects would first perform task 1 with interface A, then task 1
with interface B, then task 2 with interface A, then task 2 with
interface B. Interfaces A and B were mouse/multitouch re-
spectively (cross-balanced). Before task1, the subject would
run through a device-dependent training set to train (a) move-
ment in the x-y plane, (b) movement along the z-axis and (c)
full 3D movement. Before starting task 2, each subject ran
another training set before doing the actual movements. Af-
ter completion of each task, subjects were asked to fill in
a questionnaire where multitouch and mouse were compared
with a set of questions using semantic differential scales, ask-
ing e.g. “which interface do you prefer?”. In sessions 3 and
6, the subject performed creative task 3, only for multitouch,
after finishing both tasks. After task 3, the subject filled in

a questionnaire about the usefulness of the multitouch inter-
face in task 3. After the whole experiment each subject went
through a structured interview.

For tasks 1 and 2 we collected 10 poses (task 1) and 10 tra-
jectories (task 2) per session. The resulting 120 poses and
trajectories were randomized, split into 10 sets and ordered
so to be cross-balanced over the interface condition. The
poses were manually created, whereas the trajectories were
extracted from human recorded motion capture data.

Tasks
Task 1: Pose matching In this task, the subjects had to po-
sition the arm such that it matched a graphically indicated
“ghost arm” (Fig. 7), including arm swivel and hand orien-
tation but excluding hand shape. In the multitouch interface,
the right hand controlled hand location and arm swivel and
the left hand controlled hand orientation. In the mouse in-
terface, subjects could point and click/drag directly on the
skeleton, using the wheel for depth. For hand orientation and
arm swivel the wheel plus a keyboard key (CMD and ALT)
were used. This task encourages a sequential strategy where
the hand is first moved in the x-y plane, then in z, and finally,
arm swivel and hand orientation are adjusted.

Figure 7: In task 1, subjects matched a static arm
pose, including hand orientation.

Task 2: Trajectory tracing In the second task we presented
a trajectory (Fig. 8), visualized with a series of spheres that
the user was asked to swipe through in the correct order. To
clearly show this order, a “glow” was cyclically propagated
through the spheres. To reduce visual clutter, only the first
part of the trajectory was shown. When the subject hit a
sphere (and it was next in the given order), the sphere would
vanish, accompanied by an audio signal, and a new sphere
at the end of the path would appear, unless the end had al-
ready been reached. Note that the trajectories were taken
from motion capture recordings of a human performer so that
they modeled the characteristics of potential gesture strokes
which would be the goal of actual character animation activ-
ities. Since the subjects only controlled hand location, ex-
cluding arm swivel and any hand controls, we replaced the
articulated hand with a simple sphere. We also made the arm
slightly translucent to reduce occlusion of the target trajec-
tory.

Task 3: Creative task To test the multitouch interface with
the full range of controls, we added a third task, to be done



Figure 8: In task 2, subjects traced a given path, de-
picted with green spheres.

with multitouch only. We found no equivalent mouse con-
trols that would have made a fair comparison. This task al-
lowed us to see whether performance animation is generally
feasible with our interface and to get an impression of quality
to expect. The subject was instructed to create “appropriate”
movement for four different kinds of audio tracks while lis-
tening to them:

• M1: pop song4 (strong beat)
• M2: pop ballad5 (slow, romantic)
• V3: male voice track6 (harsh, energetic)
• V4: female voice track7 (soft, melodic)

The audio pieces were short (music pieces: 40 sec, voice
tracks: 10-20 sec) and the subject could listen to them twice
before creating an the movement. Each subject had two at-
tempts for every audio piece. The creative task was per-
formed in session 3 (to guarantee a certain proficiency) and in
session 6 (to examine improvements). Fig. 2 depicts two mo-
tion segments from M2 (top) and V4 (bottom). The produced
clips showed some nice temporal dynamics (both smooth,
slow motions and erratic beats) and examples of complex
coordination of e.g. change in hand shape together with a
forward motion of the hand (top row in Fig. 2).

Measuring Coordination
We consider the multitouch interface’s greatest strengths the
simultaneous control of multiple degrees of freedom. Vari-
ous measures have been suggested, some of which depend
on a target trajectory, e.g. efficiency [25] and parallelism
[2]. While such measures could be used on tasks 1 and
2 they are unsuitable for the creative task 3 where no pre-
scribed/optimal paths exist. Jacob et al.’s measure of inte-
grality can be applied to any movement [14]: they computed
the ratio of movement in the x-y direction vs. movement in
z direction. However, their measure looked, for any given
frame i, only whether there was movement at all in x-y or
z, ignoring the exact amount of movement. However, if we
look at the x-y plane vs. the z axis in movements of the hu-
man arm we found that the quantity of movement in each

4Bee Gees “Night Fever”
5Celine Dion “My Heart Will Go On”
6German literary critic Marcel Reich-Ranicki in the TV show “The literary
quartet”
7American writer Elisabeth Gilbert at her TED talk in 2009

of the two spaces mattered. Movement mainly in the x-y
plane with minimal z movement would look unnatural and
this should be reflected in the measure.

Therefore, we suggest an alternative measure of coordina-
tion which takes quantity into account. We do this by in-
tegration, i.e. we sum up the distance travelled in each of
the dimensions (e.g. x-y plane vs. z-axis) for a certain time
interval ∆t and compare these. Total coordination is mea-
sured by splitting the motion in question into N intervals
of size ∆t. We first define coordination Ci

∆t for each in-
terval where i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. Technically, it is con-
venient to choose a ∆t that is a multiple of the frame rate,
in our case 40ms, because this is the distance between two
consecutive frames. We can then measure the distance trav-
elled between frames k − 1 and k, both for the x-y plane
dxy(k) and the z axis dz(k). We then sum up all minimums
Smin =

∑
min(dxy, dz) and all maximums Smax that are

in ∆t, and define Ci
∆t = Smin

Smax
which yields a value in [0, 1]

where 0 means movement only takes place in one of the di-
mensions whereas 1 means that movement quantity is exactly
equal in both dimensions. We define the overall coordination
measure as the average of the interval measures:

C∆t =
1

N

∑
k

Ck
∆t

The resulting value is again between 0 (= no coordination)
and 1 (= perfect coordination). However, note that the big-
ger ∆t is, the lower coordination becomes because the two
sums in Ci

∆t diverge with growing interval size with Smin <
Smax, making the quotient converge to zero. We therefore
chose the smallest possible ∆t, in our case 40ms.

Figure 9: Two examples of applying our coordination
measure C. The left trajectory lies almost completely
in the x-y plane and has C = .01, whereas the right
one travels through x-y and z, and yields C = .14.

We filtered out jumps in the trajectory that were due to abso-
lute positioning. We discarded every frame k where dxy(k)
or dz(k) exceeded 1.5 times8 the respective standard devia-
tion. See Fig. 9 for example trajectories.

Results
Completion time We first compared how well subjects per-
formed on tasks 1 and 2, comparing mouse and multitouch,

8Since jumps can be quite small given the restricted input area we had to
make the filter this strict.



by measuring completion time. Fig. 10 shows average com-
pletion times for each session (std. dev. omitted for visibil-
ity). The curves clearly show a strong learning effect dur-
ing sessions 1-3 (task 1) and 1-4 (task 2) and a convergence
against an asymptote that seems to be the same for both mul-
titouch and mouse under each task. For each task, we com-
pared mouse vs. multitouch performance with a Wilcoxon
signed rank test which showed no difference. The shape of
the curve corresponds to comments of the subjects. Most of
them found using the multitouch unfamiliar and difficult in
the beginning but already found the second and third session
much easier.

Figure 10: Average completion times over all sessions.

Coordination We used our coordination measure C for two
questions. First, which interface (mouse/multitouch) encour-
ages higher coordination? Second, does the degree of coor-
dination with the full multitouch interface (task 3) increase
over time?

Figure 11: In terms of coordination, multitouch (right)
significantly outperforms mouse (left) in both tasks.

For the first question we hypothesized that the multitouch in-
terface encourages a higher degree of coordination. Note that
we measure coordination only for hand movement, compar-
ing multitouch with mouse. Concretely, we computed coor-
dination C on the trajectories of mouse/multitouch tasks in
session 7, in the most advanced state of training (Fig. 11).
Using a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test we found that
the multitouch trajectories had a significantly higher coordi-
nation compared with the mouse trajectories. In task 1, mul-
titouch coordination was 0.17 vs. mouse coordination 0.09
(Z=2.20, p<.05). In task 2, multitouch coordination was 0.28
vs. mouse coordination 0.06 (Z=2.20, p<.05). Thus, in both
tasks our hypothesis was confirmed.

For the second question, we compared coordination for the
creative task (task 3) in session 3 against the later session 6.
Although average coordination increased from .19 to .22,
this did not become significant in a two-tailed Wilcoxon test
(Z = .73; p = .46).

Questionnaire and interviews Our post-task questionnaire
contained 16 questions regarding usability and user experi-
ence. We asked for a decision for either multitouch or mouse
on a 5-point differential scale where the middle position was
labelled “both are equal”. For analysis, we transformed this
to an interval between −2 for mouse and +2 for multitouch.
We summed up ratings for each question over all subjects,
sessions and tasks (because the results were similar for both
tasks) and computed a chi square statistic, comparing the rat-
ings against the expected neutral value of zero. We adjusted
the alpha level according to the Bonferroni method to 0.003.
The following questions were answered significantly in favor
of the multitouch interface (all others were not significant):

• Which interface was more useful?
(M = .43;χ2 = 19.64; p < .003)

• Which interface allowed a faster solution of the tasks?
(M = .62;χ2 = 35.93; p < .001)

• With which interface were you more satisfied?
(M = .43;χ2 = 23.00; p < .001)

• Which one would you recommend to others?
(M = .62;χ2 = 32.07; p < .001)

• Which device was more fun to use?
(M = 1.13;χ2 = 67.89; p < .001)

• Which interface do you prefer?
(M = .75;χ2 = 45.82; p < .001)

Discussion
Our results first of all show that the major advantage of the
mouse, the high familiarity, can be made up for with a good
combination of multitouch controls for the specific task of
posing a human arm. It was important to look at a series of
interactions to see the development over time: the biggest
leap seemed to have taken place already in session 2. In the
interviews, the subjects reported that in the first session they
found the multitouch interface difficult but that already in
the second session they felt more comfortable, having lost
their “fear” of the multitouch. One major difficulty in the
first session was also the understanding of the 3D scene, even
with our multiple visual enhancements, but this was usually
gone in the second session. However, in future studies it may
be advisable to control for 3D understanding problems by
including self-ratings.

In terms of performance, both controls perform equally well
for matching a pose and tracing a trajectory. However, while
multitouch can warrant the same performance as the mouse,
it offers more control when we consider the full interface
which is impossible to implement with a mouse interface
because there are not enough continuous output degrees of
freedom. In the creative task, subjects made use of all con-
trols, moving the hand in all directions (including z), chang-
ing hand shape and orientation (see companion video). Our
coordination measure showed a clear advantage of multi-
touch over mouse in terms of simultaneous control of the
two dimensions of x-y plane and z-axis. The fact that this



difference was more accentuated in task 2 confirms our de-
sign idea to enforce more coordination with the trajectory
tracing task. Given our results, we would deem a coordina-
tion below 0.1 low because this corresponds to the sequen-
tial mouse strategy. For good coordination we would take the
multitouch value of task 2 as an indicator, together with the
value from the creative task, so that values above 0.2 already
can be taken as reflecting good coordination.

In terms of learnability the fast convergence may be ex-
plained by the fact that the tasks of pose matching and tracing
were rather simple. While we created this particular inter-
face as a case study to prove that complex interfaces can be
learned quickly, tasks 1 and 2 only tested a subset of the inter-
face. Therefore, we investigated the full interface in task 3,
the creative task, and found high coordination values, close
to those of task 2. However, the subjects did find the full bi-
manual control to be challenging when the morph map was
added in the creative task. The effectiveness of the morph
map for hand shape control must certainly be further investi-
gated in terms of optimal hand shape placement and in terms
of whether it combines well in the bimanual interface. Fur-
ther analysis is also required because of the low sample size
(N=6). More specific investigations include looking at how
our coordination measure develops over time9.

As for subjective measures we found that most of the sub-
jects preferred the multitouch device in their ratings. Sub-
jects found the multitouch interface “more useful” and allow-
ing a “faster solution of the tasks” although this was not the
case according to objective measures. Those who favored the
multitouch in the interview called it “more sexy” and “more
intuitive”. This is in line with the idea that multitouch al-
lows a more playful and creative exploration of motion space.
When looking at the outcomes of our creative task, it is strik-
ing how much people played with tempo, both of the hand
movement as well as the hand shape change (e.g. slowly
opening a hand). The results of the creative task can only
be reported verbally here (Fig. 2). The resulting videos show
that motion is coordinated in various respects. In one ex-
ample the hand opening is performed in parallel to moving
the hand in 3D space. In all videos, the tempo of the mu-
sic/speech is clearly reflected in the movement. We also saw
nice examples of interrupting/correcting the current motion.
In the voice tracks iconic gestures are used to underline con-
cepts in speech (“drink”, “behind”). Our companion video
shows some examples at the end of the video. Future work
will include a quantitative approach to evaluating animation
results, e.g. by letting independent judges rate the quality.

In our user studies we focused on novice users. While this
is in line with our goal to provide an easy-to-use interface
for the general public, it would be interesting how expert
users like professional animation artists would react to this
interface. Testing expert users is more difficult because ex-
perts differ not only in their level of expertise but also in the
tools they use and in additional requirements they may have
(e.g. manual camera control). With each tool comes a set
of individually well-trained interaction techniques. In terms

9For technical reasons, we were not able to reconstruct the data to compute
coordination over all seven sessions. So we cannot report this.

of subjective evaluation this could lead to more reservations
when it comes to changing old habits. On other hand, 3D
artists are also used to adjust quickly to new tools and envi-
ronments. In future work, the both the initial performance
and learning curve of professional animation artists could be
compared to our current results of novice users.

Alternative approaches to performance animation use special
input hardware or computer vision. Special hardware has the
disadvantage of additional cost and the inconvenience of hav-
ing another single-purpose device on the desk. In contrast,
new vision-based systems like Microsoft’s Kinect allow un-
obtrusive, low-cost detection of full-body motion. While this
opens up exciting possibilities for interface design we still
see several advantages for multitouch in the area of anima-
tion. First, multitouch is low-fatigue since small finger mo-
tions are translated to large arm motions. Second, multitouch
screens can provide visual annotations that facilitate control
like e.g. the shadow guides described in [8]. Third, mul-
titouch can better accommodate non-realistic motions like
bulging eyes or wagging a tail that have no clear correspon-
dence to human body motion. Lastly, vision-based systems
still have difficulties recognizing hand shape, although it was
shown that this can be robustly solved using a specially col-
ored glove [23]. For future work, we plan to include alterna-
tive input techniques to compare them against our suggested
multitouch interface, especially for the creative task where
no equivalent mouse interface could be found.

CONCLUSIONS
We presented a complex yet easy-to-learn multitouch inter-
face for interactively posing a human arm, including hand
location, arm swivel, hand orientation and hand shape. We
reported details on designing the interface which combines
well-known techniques for rotation and zoom with a novel
form of a morph map. For evaluation we designed a three-
layered user study with repeated interactions. Only in re-
peated interactions (7 sessions spread over 3 weeks) can the
learning process be observed. In our case, the most signifi-
cant improvements took place within the first three sessions.
We were able to show that multitouch and mouse have iden-
tical performance for pose matching and trajectory tracing
tasks. However, multitouch achieved a significantly higher
degree of coordination when compared with the mouse vari-
ant. For this we introduced a novel measure for coordina-
tion which takes into account movement quantity. In subjec-
tive user ratings, the multitouch was generally preferred and
comments indicate that most subjects became comfortable
after completing the second session. While much of current
multitouch research is concerned with laying the foundations
of how to evaluate atomic components of multitouch inter-
action, we consider it equally important to design complex
integrated interfaces that test general guidelines against the
conditions of a concrete domain.

Future work
Future work aims at extending our approach to the whole
body and testing it on large screens for collaborative anima-
tion. Scaling to full-body control can be done in three princi-
pal ways. First, using layering, different motion aspects are
recorded separately and later combined [6]. Second, mul-



tiple people can collaborate on a single puppet, as done in
the movie industry [21]. Third, various body parts can be
intelligently coupled (e.g. hand with upper body) using cor-
relation maps [17] or using the simplicial configuration mod-
eling approach [18]. All approaches involve the development
of novel multitouch controls for every kind of human motion:
facial expression, body posture, stepping, walking etc.
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